6 REASONS
TO ALIGN HYLAND CONTENT SERVICES
WITH YOUR GUIDEWIRE STRATEGY
Like most insurers, you may only see a fraction of the customer information
you need to open a new policy or process a claim. By aligning your Guidewire
strategy with Hyland content services, you can get a complete view of your
customer — and reduce implementation times by almost 50 percent.
That’s only one reason to do so. Here are six more:

1
POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP
Hyland is Guidewire’s only Solution Connect Partner focused on content
services. Our proven integration and close partnership with Guidewire
increases the value and reduces the risk of your upgrade.
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2
RUNNING ON DAY 1
Reduce CORE customization and increase out-of-the-box capability day
one by implementing Hyland’s OnBase alongside Guidewire. Implementing
custom content handlers — for short-term use — unnecessarily adds
overhead to critical minimum viable product (MVP) timelines. OnBase
fits within Guidewire sprint plans and takes six weeks or less to align
to the Guidewire Stability phase.
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3
TOTAL TEAMWORK
Hyland adds valuable experience to augment internal teams and
resources. This experience reduces ‘drag’ to ensure project targets
are achieved without reduction to scope.

4
BUILT FOR FUTURE GROWTH
Hyland partners with Guidewire to reduce the cost to implement a
full MVP by up to 50 percent. Since Hyland maintains the integration,
new capabilities and enhancements are available to you at no charge.
This eases future upgrades and helps you maintain pace with
the speed of your business when extending your solution.

5
MINIMIZE CONVERSION,
MIGRATION AND
SOLUTION TRAINING
By starting now, you reduce reconfiguration spend (integration,
processes) and introduce added flexibility (options) for when
you need to transition from legacy archives.

6
IMPROVE THE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Most legacy tools cannot satisfy modern requirements out-of-the-box
and require customization to meet business requirements. This impacts
the user experience — while also increasing the TCO of your solution.
Investment in technologies — like OnBase — that focus on out-of-the-box
capability, configuration-based solutions are better positioned to satisfy
the demand on today’s business.

Learn more at Hyland.com/Guidewire
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